
LECTURE4
-

· "X = EX RATIONINQUALITE
S

closer to 1 than you think.

· Ex, nodistribution. XUN(m, 22) satisfies

1x -x)
=30 with prob. 0.9973

e
(see 68-95-99.7 rule) -

Ageneral fail bound: EI

↳Antht Noyalistteein
⑳ (Recall: SX-A3= platde

ademitsof x)
$592t]=enlede. Notcomputable analytically.

to estimate, change variables x=t+y
=2 =E+by +E

-
-t4-ty

eP(gIt)=(e e
-

Edy
0 e- Al
I I

F

↳ Iete jet dy ↑

QED.

⑮ -
"Yt (D1
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· By symmetry, At
↑[Igkt3 =2. 1 [grt) =et (A)

· More generally, if X-N(m,57 => X=M +rg

=>P((X -n)2 +3 =P((g) =t) =e
-4/ * t = 1.

· Ex: t=s:P((X
-) =303 =1 -5e=0.9970

almost as good asthe exact
minler 0.9973 on p. 3 ⑧

· Remark:a simpler form of (a) often suffices.
-

Since =1, we have:

-tz

P(Ig1<t3 =e Et= 1
↑

"Gaussianfail bound"
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· For general distributions?

·ihquality,
I

not
regative toe

Free can be decomposed as (*wasinitsin
x=x.1(xx+3

+x- 1xxct3

Apply this for X and takeexpectations on both sides:

EX =E(X Haxsz3] +xxt)-v/
+12x1t3

It E 1qx2t)
=t.P(XIt3.

Divide both sides by t =>QED.

·

inequab)X
with

mean,
varian.We

P(1x -x12t3 =P((x-n) t2) <#u)(f)
=wYE2. RED
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·Strsainreasses
symmetric prof

·int, based on Chelisher:

Sr= Ahead) - Biron(n,)etESr =E, Var(SN)=E
Chebyshev
PSS =N((ISn -12== =0.025 N0

symmetry

· Solution 2, based on CLT:

Se -> No,17 as
Ney

=>pSSw? N3 =PGS

-

⑨
!I

I=1992) where guNCo,
-

-N/8=ett - (Gaussian tail, p.2)
=e

20,000045 if N=80

MUCK BETTER

· But Sol. 2 has agp: the error farm in cht.

whatis it?
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QUANTITATIVE CLT;
④

*sxaiamm,gener
errorinto account

· THAT'S SAD ·:takingthis

in Sol. 2 Yields probability
-N/8

+e
↑
BlG

Notbetter than Sol. I faced on Chubyshev. O

improve to in CLT?
·

Caflyheads -SSN=
=
I (r)re

while (9 =0 =0<
error t is unavoidable.

⑦

WUAT SHOULDWE DO?
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